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1. Remember the story of the Lifesaving Station that drifted into being “The Rescue Club”? What signs do 
we have to look out for so that we don’t drift from being the Lord’s Church set on our mission to 
becoming complacent and looking more like a country-club? 

 
2. Jeremy described what the first century people would have understood baptism to be: It is about making 

a public statement that we are committing to sanctification (being set apart for the Lord) (remember the 
quote from Josephus). Have you been baptized for this reason? Why or why not? 

 
3. The Great Commission passage in Matthew 28:18-20 starts with Matthew 28:16. With the words Jesus 

said in v.18, does that give you any courage to really be about the commission He has set for us?  Why 
or why not?  

a. Do the words Jesus said in Matthew 28:20, “I am with you always,” give you courage? Why or 
why not? 

i. Our Mission statement highlights having a relationship with Jesus. How does a 
relationship with Jesus differ from practicing a religion where Jesus is the focus? 

1. Describe your relationship with Jesus (how you have a personal relationship with 
Him rather than just a religion). 

 
4. Here is a breakdown of the verbs in Matthew 28:19-20: “Go” (aorist (past) participle – a continuous 

action in the past; more accurately it could be translated, “Having gone”); “make disciples” (imperative 
– a command); “baptizing” (present participle – a continuous action in the present); and “teaching” 
(present participle – a continuous action in the present). You can see the command, and which verbs 
elaborate on it. Given the details of the verbs, how are we to understand this commission of Jesus? 

 
a. Remember the illustration of early childhood development (the one-year-old)? What have you 

taken in lately in your understanding of the Lord’s truth, that you need to give to others (e.g., a 
biblical understanding of love, righteousness, abundance, assurance, wisdom, etc.)? 

 
5. In Acts 1:8 there is a pattern for witnessing. It goes from geographically close to the end of the earth. 

What is our Jerusalem, our Judea and Samaria, and then the remotest part of the earth for us as a church? 
How are we doing in each of these areas? Do you have any suggestions on how we can be better 
missionaries to our world locally and globally? 
 

a. Jesus said, we would be His witnesses. To witness means to testify and affirm that Jesus is real. 
In this context it means we affirm what is true about Jesus and how He has had an impact on our 
lives. Share with each other how Jesus has had an impact on your life. Now, how can we go out 
and share that with others? What hinders you, if anything, from being a witness for Jesus? 

 


